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Krasnoukhova 2019: The languages in the Balkan Sprachbund can be divided into core
languages (i.e., sharing many of the Balkan characterisDcs) and periphery languages
(i.e., sharing the Balkan characterisDcs to a lesser degree). According to Olga Mišeska
Tomić, among the core languages are Macedonian, Bulgarian, Romanian, Aromanian, 
Megleno-Romanian, Albanian, and Modern Greek. Among the peripheral languages
are Balkan Romani dialects, Serbian, and Judeo-Spanish, with the Balkan Turkish as a 
probable insDgator for the Sprachbund development. 
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Krasnoukhova 2019: However, the core languages are not always in the core for each
specific characteristic, illustrating that clear-cut boundaries of the area are difficult to
draw. 
Three main structural areas: case markers/determiners, pronominal clitics and
subjunctive constructions.
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A nice paper against Eurocentrism is “Gil, David - Escaping Eurocentrism: Fieldwork as 
a Process of Unlearning”, which you can find on the repository.
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Haspelmath 2011: The map combines nine features of § 2.: 
1. definite and indefinite arDcles;
2. relaDve clauses with relaDve pronouns;
3. ‘have’-perfect;
4. parDcipial passive;
5. daDve external possessors;
6. negaDve pronouns and lack of verbal negaDon;
7. relaDve-based equaDve construcDons;
8. subject person affixes as strict agreement markers;
9. intensifier- reflexive differenDaDon. 

The languages in the core (French and German) show the SAE value in all nine of
these features. The languages in the next layer (Dutch, other Romance, Albanian) 
show eight features, the next layer (English, Greek, Romanian) shows seven features, 
and so on. In this map, the resulDng picture is actually very clear, because the SAE 
area with at least five SAE features stands out from the remaining languages, which
have at most two SAE features. 
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Charlemagne Sprachbund is a term proposed by Van der Auwera: it refers to the 
historical fact that Dutch/German and French are the offspring of the languages 
spoken in the kingdom of Charlemagne, who himself spoke a Rhenish Franconian 
dialect (incidentally, of the same dialect family of Saarländisch!).
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No phonetic Europeanisms, just relatively large vowel inventories (i.e. more than 4 
vowels) and barely unrestricted consonant cluster (i.e.  not only CV syllables).
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A dozen of Europeanisms. 
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Four semantic (external) definitions for definiteness.
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What’s so special about SAE relaDve clauses?
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Values
RelaDve pronouns: SAE-style relaDve pronouns
Non-reducDon: ‘the head noun appears as a full-fledged noun phrase within the 
relaDve clause’ (hrps://wals.info/chapter/122)
Pronoun retenDon: ‘the posiDon relaDvized is explicitly indicated by means of a 
resumpDve personal pronoun’: something like ‘*The man who he greeted me is 
German’ but with ‘he’ not mandatory in a simple sentence.
Gap: the relaDve clause is juxtaposed without external marking.
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Imperfective vs. perfective vs. perfect in English 
I am doing something: imperfective
I did something: perfective (event completed)
I have done something: perfect (the event is completed but has consequences on the 
present)
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External definiDon of perfect (different from perfecDve!).
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Diachronic sources for the perfect (or lack thereof)
From possessive: SAE-style have perfect, which derives from a verb meaning 
possession
From finish,already: grammaticalization of other verbs or adverbs
Other perfect: other sources
No perfect: lack of perfect
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How does the semanDc role of experiencer is coded? From a semanDc perspecDve, it 
is something that is between agent and paDent…
If the experiencer is coded like agent i.e., with the nominaDve: generalizing type.
If the sDmulus is coded like agent i.e., with the nominaDve: inverDng type.
Of course, this may vary even within a single language, so Bossong has taken 10 verbs 
across languages.
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Low scores indicate that the language has few verbs in which the experiencer is 
coded as the passive. This ranges from English, which has zero experienDal predicates 
with inversion marking (out of the 10 verbs invesDgated by Bossong) and Lezgian, 
which has only experienDal predicates with inversion marking.
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Check Haspelmath’s passive definition against Croft’s definition of basic (slide no. 52 
of the introductory course).
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Across world’s language, only six languages have a SAE passive type.
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The passive parDcle in TahiDan.
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AdjecDval = past parDciple
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External definition for inchoative/causative action pair.
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Bold = basic form
In the SAE type (AnDcausaDve alternaDon) the lexical form of the verb already 
encodes the causaDve meaning: in order to have an inchoaDve meaning, we add 
syntacDcal/morphological marking, in this case the Italian si cliDc.
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In far-west European languages such as English we cannot say ‘*The mother washes 
the hair to the child”
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Plus the subtype of V+NI, where the negaDve parDcle appears under certain 
circumstances:

Italian 
Nessuno guida una bici
Nobody   drives a    bike

Non guida nessuno una bici
NEG drives noboxy a     bike

‘nobody drives a bike’
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Again, the SAE value is rare across world’s languages.
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Six types of comparaDve construcDons are recognized for world’s languages: only two 
types are arested in Europe, with the prevalence of the parDcle comparaDve type. In 
this type the marker of comparison (Cuzzolin & Lehmann 2004:1212) is a parDcle.
The other type, the locaDve comparaDve, employs locaDve markers as markers of 
comparison: for instance, Estonian employs the elaDve case markers, which means 
‘from’.
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The standard marker used in equaDve construcDons has its diachronic source in the 
same item used for adverbial relaDve-clause construcDons.
This is true for many European languages and rare across world’s languages.
Romance languages use forms deriving from LaDn quo modo < Pt. como, It. Come, 
etc., while in Germanic forms are derived from the demonstraDve, which was also 
used for adverbial relaDve-clause construcDons.
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Non-SAE languages use special equative standard markers (Caucasian languages), 
non-demonstrative adjectival markers (Celtic languages) or words meaning ‘equal’ 
(Scandinavian languages).
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Pro-drop: we may omit the subject
Non-pro drop: the subject is compulsory
In Spanish, the indexical marker –as refers to something not overtly expressed, while 
in German the indexical marker –est refers to something expressed i.e., the overt and 
compulsory subject.
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We have four types:
1. Subject pronouns are compulsory and subject agreement markers are found on 

verbs;
2. Subject pronouns are compulsory and subject agreement markers are not found 

on verbs;
3. Subject pronouns are opDonal and subject agreement markers are found on 

verbs;
4. Subject pronouns are opDonal and subject agreement markers are not found on 

verbs.

The SAE-type is the first type, but many EU languages (as well as world languages) 
belong to the third type.
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Incidentally not West Germanic languages such as Dutch and English.
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These are perhaps marginal, but for two of these, nice maps from WALS can be
found.
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The allegedly SAE value is identified with yellow dots: it seems that WALS map 
confirm the Europeanism, as the pattern is attested only in one language outside 
Europe i.e., Malay. However some ‘core’ SAE languages such as French and Italian do 
not display the SAE value. 
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Remember? We have seen examples of this in slide no. 12, but according to Croz this 
syncreDsm was not exclusive feature of European language!
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The Rhenish fan: 1 Dutch (West Low Franconian), 
2 Limburgian (East Low Franconian), 
3 Ripuarian Franconian, 
4 & 5 Mosel Franconian, 
6 Rhenish Franconian
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Haspelmath 2011: The map combines nine features of § 2.: 
1. definite and indefinite arDcles;
2. relaDve clauses with relaDve pronouns;
3. ‘have’-perfect;
4. parDcipial passive;
5. daDve external possessors;
6. negaDve pronouns and lack of verbal negaDon;
7. relaDve-based equaDve construcDons;
8. subject person affixes as strict agreement markers;
9. intensifier- reflexive differenDaDon. 

The languages in the core (French and German) show the SAE value in all nine of
these features. The languages in the next layer (Dutch, other Romance, Albanian) 
show eight features, the next layer (English, Greek, Romanian) shows seven features, 
and so on. In this map, the resulDng picture is actually very clear, because the SAE 
area with at least five SAE features stands out from the remaining languages, which
have at most two SAE features. 
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Normally, the substratum is the ‘conquered’ language
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Double negaDon and non-resumpDve pronouns are indeed widely arested in 
vernacular languages.
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